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Abstract 
Two-player, zero-sum, non-cooperative, blindfold games in extensive form with incomplete 
information are considered in this paper. Any information about past moves which players played 
is stored in a database, and each player can access the database. A polynomial game is a 
game in which, at each step, all players withdraw at most a polynomial amount of previous 
information from the database. We show resource-bounded determinacy of some kinds of finite, 
zero-sum, polynomial games whose pay-off sets are computable by non-deterministic polynomial- 
time function-oracle Turing machines. We call a pay-off set T-determined if, for any polynomial 
game G associated with the given pay-off set, either player has a winning strategy which is in 9 
for any subgames of G. We show that there exists an FP-strongly-determined pay-off set which 
is computed by an exponential-time oracle Turing machine, where FP is the set of polynomial- 
time computable functions. We also discuss several relationships between the determinacy of 
polynomial games and recursion-theoretic properties for the classes co-NP and co-NEXP. We 
show that the polynomial version of the axiom of choice holds under some assumption of 
polynomial determinacy for a pay-off set which is polynomial-time computable with parallel 
queries. This principle of choice implies that co-NP has the separation property. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of games first appeared in [ 131, and was developed in [ 141 to make clear 
relationships in economics. Gale and Stewart [6] later studied two-players, zero-sum, 
non-cooperative, infinite games of perfect (or complete) information, and obtained the 
first result about the determinacy of Cy sets, where the determinacy is an assertion 
that says the existence of strategies for a class of two-player games on the natural 
numbers o, and this is of great interest in descriptive set theory [6, 9, lo]. Recently, 
these games have interested computer scientists in more realistic settings. We assume 
that every move which each player plays can be stored in a database, and players 
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freely access the database to withdraw information from it. This paper studies two- 
player, zero-sum, non-cooperative blindfold games in extensive form in which players 
choose integers and positions on which integers are placed, and players are allowed 
to withdraw, at most, a polynomial amount of previous information at each step from 
the database. Here, the retrievable information is restricted to two types of queries: 
(i) what integer was first placed at a certain position, and (ii) what pair of a position 
and an integer was played at a certain move in the game. 
By polynomial games we roughly mean the collection of finite subgames in which 
at each step, all players make a polynomial number of accesses to the database. Here, 
a subgame is specified with a quadruple of polynomials and a pay-off set. Similar 
games are discussed in, e.g., [7, 111. Note that polynomial games are no longer perfect 
games. Although it is well known that every two-player, zero-sum, finite game of 
perfect information is determined, in our situation some polynomial games with simple 
pay-off sets might not be feasibly determined. 
A polynomial game is formally described by what is a play of each subgame and 
how each player wins at a given play. More precisely, let p, q, r and s be polyno- 
mials. The set A C o x w. is called a pay-of set. The quadruple (p, q, r,s) and the 
set A forms a polynomial game G. Let A$) = {U 1 3p E Ac”)Vx < 2J’(l”~)[a(x) = 
p(x)]}, where A(“) = {oz/(~,cc) E A}. An nth subgame G(“) is formed by (p,q,r,s) and 
A$). Note that an nth pay-off set A$) can be identified with a set of initial seg- 
ments, of length 2J’(lnl), of sequences in A(“). Two players in the subgame G(“) make 
alternate choices of pairs (v, w), where v is a position below 2J’(inl) and w is a non- 
negative integer less than 24(lnl), as follows: player I plays the pair (vg, WO) at his 
0th move, then player II plays the pair (vi, wi ), then player I plays (02, wz), then 
player II plays (v~,MJ~), and so on until each player plays his 2S(lnl)th move. Each 
player is allowed to query either what integer v is assigned on a particular position 
w or what pair (v, w) is played at a particular move, before he plays a pair of a 
non-negative integer and a position. However, both players are not allowed to check 
more than r(]n]) positions. The game ends after 2S(lnl) alternating turns. A play y,, 
is a sequence of pairs, of length 2S(l’l)+1, which is played by both players by turns, 
i.e., yn = ((v~,w~),(v~,w~),...,(v~,~~.~~+~_,,~~~~~~~,~~_~)). After 2S(ini)+1moves, the play 
y,, determines an immediate consequence y,’ of y,,, which is a finite sequence of inte- 
gers first placed on the right positions, i.e., y,’ = (co,ci,. . . ,~~~(~~l)+~_~), where ci is vj 
if i = wi, and ij is mimimal; otherwise ci is empty. We do not require that all positions 
below 2J’(lnl) are filled. We define that player I wins at the play yn if 6 E A$) for all 
total extension 6 of y,‘, and otherwise player II wins at Y,,. 
Here, a polynomial game is called g-determined if either player I or player II has 
a winning strategy in 9’ for all of its subgames. The FP-determinacy, however, does 
not hold for all polynomial games with exponential-time computable pay-off sets. Our 
question is whether every polynomial game whose pay-off is feasibly computable is 
feasibly determined. We partially answer this question: determined is every polynomial 
game with pay-off which is computable by deterministic polynomial-time function- 
oracle Turing machine with parallel queries. We also discuss several relationships to 
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recursion-theoretic properties for intractable classes. For example, the reduction prop- 
erty holds for co-EXP if the second level of unambiguous polynomial-time class, Ud;‘, 
is FEXP-determined. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let w be the set of all non-negative integers and ww be that of unary functions from 
w to w. For k, 1 E w, write ‘7’0 = cek x (Oo)l. Elements of k,lo are described in the 
form (n,a), where n E cok and a E (wco)‘. For convenience sake, we identify k,“~ with 
wk. For a set A C k,‘~, the complement of A is the difference 1 = t’~ - A. If V is a 
class of sets, co-%? denotes the collection of all sets whose complements are in 59. For 
/l E ww, %?[p] is the class of sets A defined by A = {(n,a) E k,‘ol(n,a,j?) E S} for 
some S E V. 
For n E a, 1111 expresses the binary length of n, i.e., ]lzl = [log,(n + l)]. Note 
that \xl<k if and only if x < 2k. If n = (no,nl,...,nk_]) then we write InI = 
(Inol, InI I,. . . , Ink-1 I). Bit(t,n) is the digit whose binary representation coincides with 
the first (or most significant) t bits of the binary form of an integer n, i.e., Wt(t,n) = 
Ln/21nl-‘j, where zc-y = max{x- y, 0). Let Purity(x) = 0 if x is even, and otherwise 1. 
For partial functions cr,/3, a(n) = p( ) n means that either (1) both x(n) and P(n) are 
defined, and a(n) is equivalent to p(n), or (2) both a(n) and P(n) are undefined. We 
say that a extends B (or /? is an extension of a), denoted by a c B, if dam(a) C dam(b) 
and a(x) = #?(x) for all x f dam@). If /? is total, then /? is a totaE extension of a. 
For any two partial functions a,/3, we say that a majorizes p, a k p, if dam(a) > 
dam(p) and a(n) 2 /?(n) for all n E dam(b). A function a on o is polynomiully growing 
(or has polynomial growth) if there is a polynomial p such that Ia( <p(lnl) for all 
n E w. The restriction of a on n is 
am(x) = 
a(x) if x < n, 
0 otherwise. 
By polynomials we mean polynomials of several variables with integer coefficients, 
and exponentials mean the functions of the form 2Pcx), where p is a polynomial. 
We use, as basic models of computations of subsets of “‘w, resource-bounded 
function-oracle Turing machines equipped with k input/work tapes and I query tapes 
which have the leftmost squares and are infinite to the right. The machine executes 
as follows. On input (n,a) E ‘*‘co, the binary expression of ni, i < k, is first written 
on the ith input/work tape. When the machine asks “aj(m) =?’ to the jth oracle aj, 
j < I, it writes down the binary form of m on the jth query tape and enters a query 
state. At a unit step, the content of the jth query tape is erased and the binary form 
of xi(m) is returned to the same tape in which the most significant bit of ai is put 
on the leftmost square. The head of the jth query tape is simultaneously moved to the 
leftmost square. 
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We say the machine computes (recognizes or accepts) a set A C “‘0 if, on any input 
(n,a) E k,‘co, the machine halts in an accepting state just as in case (n,a) E A. We say 
a machine makes parallel queries if the machine writes down all query numbers on 
an auxiliary tape before the first query is made. 
A set A C “‘w is called (deterministically) polynomial-time computable if there ex- 
ists a deterministic function-oracle Turing machine computing A which runs in poly- 
nomial time, i.e., there is a polynomial p such that, on any input (n,a) E ‘,‘o, the 
machine halts in steps < p(Jnl). Let A:’ be the collection of such (deterministically) 
polynomial-time computable sets. By parallel-dFP we denote the collection of sets 
which are computed by some deterministic polynomial-time function-oracle Turing ma- 
chines with parallel queries. 
A set A C “‘CO, k, 1 E CO, is called (deterministically) exponential-time computable 
if there exists a deterministic function-oracle Turing machine which computes A in 
exponential time, and a set A is weak exponential-time computable if there exists an 
alternating function-oracle Turing machine which computes A using polynomial space. 
Note that weak exponential-time computable sets are all exponential-time computable. 
It follows similarly by an argument in [l] that weak exponential-time computable sets 
are polynomial-space computable exactly when NC coincides with P. Let Aisp denote 
the set of all exponential-time computable sets. 
Townsend [12] introduced a resource-bounded polynomial hierarchy of type two. 
We follow the notational conventions used in [15, 161. For a class % of sets, Zl”,P(%‘) 
denotes the smallest class which contains %? and is closed under the following bounded 
existential number-quantification: for any set A E % and a polynomial p, the set B 
defined by B = {(n,a)l3 < 2 J’(I”~)[(x,n,a) E A]} belongs to %. We write Zy = 
3’,P(Ayp) and, for n > 1, CR” = 3°J’(n,o’!1 ), where flzP = CO-C:~. Let A:$ = 
Un,OZ~P. Note that A$p # Ct” # Ii’f’p for all n > 0 [ 12, 151. The kth level of 
unambiguous (or unique) class UA, o’p is the collection of sets B such that 
B = {(n,a)l% < 2 P(I”I)[(X,n,a) E A]} = {(n,a@!n < 2P(i”i’[(x,n,a) E A]}, 
where A E A:’ and p is a polynomial. Very recently Fortnow and Yamakami [5] 
showed that UA:’ # A:’ for all n 32. 
We denote by ll(AF$) the smallest class which contains A$$ and is closed under 
existential function-quantification, and let v” (4::)) = co-l1 (A::)). 
We write P, NP and NEXP to denote the associated type-l parts of the classes 
AFP,CFp and 3’(AFc)), respectively. Denote by FP (FA;) the collections of unary 
functions on w which are deterministically computable in polynomial time (relative 
to NP oracles. Since, our interest is only in the polynomially growing functions, this 
paper defines FEXP to be the set of polynomially growing unary functions on o whose 
graphs are in EXP. 
For functions a, /.I E wo of polynomially growing, we define CI <F /I if there exists 
a polynomial time computable functional f : l,lco -+ w such that a(x) = f(x, /I) for 
all x E o. See, e.g., [15]. Write a =F p if TV <F /3 and /I <f a. The polynomial (time 
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Turing) degree of c(, [a];, is the collection of all fl such that CI =$ /I. By 9; we 
denote the set of all polynomial degrees of functions of polynomially growing. Write 
d <d’ for d,d’ E 9; if there exist a, /I such that d = [LX]!, d’ = [/?I; and a <; j?. 
To simply deal with finite sequences from o, we assume a coding function 
( ) : U!& cd 4 o is polynomial-time computable and has inverses also computable 
in polynomial time. The Seq(a) means that a is the code of a finite sequence from 
o. The Zen(a) indicates the length of a sequence coded by a if Seq(u); otherwise 
Zen(u) = 0. In particular, Zen(( )) = 0. We write (u)i to denote the (i+ 1)th element in 
a sequence coded by a if Seq(u) and i < Zen(u); otherwise (u)~ = 0. Let a * b denote 
the concatenation of a and b, in which a precedes b, if both are codes of sequences. 
Otherwise, we let a * b = 0. Clearly a * ( ) = ( ) * a = a if Seq(u). Now let 
Set(u) e Seq(u) A Vi, j < Zen(o)[i < j + (U)i < (O)j], 
and let Sucseq(i,z) = ((z)i,. . . ,(z)le+_l) if Seq(z) and i< Zen(z); otherwise, 
Sucseq(i,z) = 0. Moreover, let Preseq(i,z) = ((z)~, . . . , (z)i_l) if Seq(z) and i < Zen(z); 
otherwise, Preseq(i,z) = 0. Note that if Seq(u) then, for all i < Zen(v), u = Preseq(i, u)* 
Sucseq(i, u). 
Let A(“) = {a E owl(n,cr) E A} and At) = {‘@B E A(“)[&,n,,= Br*P(I.IIl). 
Let u E ww and s, u, n E w. By ~8’) and c&~), we denote respectively the functions 
&.a( (n) * X) and (c&~))(~). Let 
c([u] = 
i 





Pi@, a((u)o)), . .a Jw, ~((~h(“)-l~~) if Seq(u) A Zen(u) > 0, 
0 otherwise. 
Note that LX[( )] = LX[( )I” = 0. 
3. Polynomial games 
This section briefly describes resource-bounded two-player games in extensive form 
with incomplete information. 
Let X be a non-empty subset of w. We define a quintuple GX = Gx(A, p, q,r,s) to 
be a two-player game on X, where A C ‘,‘cu and p, q, r and s are total unary functions 
on o. The set A is called pay-ofsfor Gx. Our game is constituted by infinitely-many 
subgames. The nth subgume of GX is denoted by G$“. We now fix a game GX and 
an integer n E o, and describe how players play the nth subgame G$‘), and how they 
win the game. 
Each player adaptively makes polynomially-many queries of what number was first 
played at a certain position before and what pair of a position and number was played 
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at a certain move in the game. Then he chooses a position v and plays a number w. 
However, if some number is already played at v, the position he chooses, then his 
number w should be ignored. A strategy is a way of playing numbers by a player and 
is formally defined as follows. 
Definition 3.1 (Strategy). A total function CI on o is called a (pure) strategy in GF) 
(or G$)-strategy) if, for any x with 1x1 <s(lnl) and any two codes y,z of finite se- 
quences of the same length (i.e., Zen(y) = Zen(z)), 
(i) if Zen(y) < r(lnl), then U(U) = (i,v), where (VI <p(lnl) if i = 0, and 101 <s(lnl)+ 
1 if i= 1, and 
(ii) if Zen(y) = r(lnl), then th ere exist vo E o and vt EX such that a(~) = (vo,vi), 
b0l~A4) and bl~dl4)~ 
where u = (x, y,z). We say c1 is a strategy in GX if, for any n E w, ~6”) is a strategy 
in G$‘). 
Inituitively, x represents the number of moves of both players, y the sequence of 
queries that each player makes, and z the sequence of associated information retrieved 
from the database by the queries. If i = 0, then c( makes a query of what integer has 
been played in position v; if i = 1, then CI makes a query of what pair of a position 
and an integer has been played at the uth move of both players. 
For example, define &‘)( (x, 4,~)) = (Purity( x min{x+i+1,2’(I”I)+‘-1, 2P(l’l)-l}) ), 
for i < r(lnl), and c&“)((x,d” lCln,,,z)) = (min&2 P(M) - l}, min{x2, 2q(l’i)) - I}), where 
4 = () and c$+, = 4 * (&)((x,~,z))) f or i E w. Then tl is a strategy in the game 
Go(A,P,q,Y,S). 
We show that there exists an arbitrary complex strategy. 
Lemma 3.2. Let GX be a polynomial game with X E P and (XI b2. For any degree 
d E @, there exists a Gx-strategy /I such that d = [/I];. 
Proof. Let G&I, p, q,r,s) be a given polynomial game. For simplicity, assume p 2 
Jx.1, q k h.1 and (0, 1) LX. 
For a given d E T@, take an a E w2 such that d = [a];. Now define a Gx-strategy j3 
as follows. Suppose u is of the form (x, y,z) with Zen(y) = Zen(z). Let /I(“)(u) = a(“)(u) 
if Zen(y) < r(lnl); /P)(u) = ( x,&)(u)) if Zen(y) = r(lnl). Otherwise, let /I(u) = E(U). 
It is easy to see that CI =-; /I. 0 
Let Q(X) = &(2x) and Q(X) = ~(2.x + 1) for all x. We shall define that E is a ‘play’ 
when, for each k < 2’(lnl), player I plays a pair &r(k) = (vk,wk) of a position Vk and 
a number Wk for his kth move according to his strategy TV, and player II plays a pair 
&II(k) = (t&w:) of a position v; and a number w; for his kth move according to this 
/I. The play E is induced by strategies that both players use. 
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Definition 3.3 (Play). Let k E w, and let a,/? be total functions on w. A total function 
E on w is called a (finite) pluy induced by (a,& in G$’ if, for any k < 2’(lnl), 
&i(k) = CI(C~) and &ii(k) = p(dk), 
where & = ( ), uF+i = a: * (a((k,UF,&2k[&))) for all i<r(ln]) and ck = (k,a$n,), 
ezk[~~~,n,$), and similarly, bk, = ( ), bf+, = b: * (B((k,b:,&Zk+,[bP]))) for all i < r(lnl) 
and dk = (k, b~~,n,),FZk+l[b~~l,l~]). For all k < 2S(l”l)‘1 and x < 2P(lnl), Ek iS defined 
as 
(&(min{z < kl(E(z))o =j>>>l +1 if 3z < k[(E(z))o = j] and 
x = (O,j), 
&k(X) = 
4A if j < k and x = (l,j), 
0 otherwise. 
With any play E induced by a pair (a, /I) of strategies, we associate the standard 
play a#,$, defined by c&J = ~[~~(l~l)+, . For convenience sake, let c(#,$ = Jzr.0 if 
either M or j3 is not a strategy. This d#J? does not depend on the choice of E. 
We often say that player I plays LY and player II plays j? in the play induced by 
(a, B). 
The sequence ISeql = ((a$,,))o.. . . , (cz$,,~)~~~~~~_~) is called the information se- 
quence at the kth move induced by LX Similarly ISeqf is defined. According to a#,$, 
we define ISeq$ = ISeqz and ISeq$+, = ZSeqf for all k. If the information sequence 
ZSeq:’ consists of all numbers less than k, we call it perfect (or complete). Clearly, 
ISeq2B is not perfect unless k is sufficiently small, i.e., k -C r(lnl). 
In general, complexities of strategies and their associated plays are incomparable. 
To be precise, we have: 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a strategy CI such that neither [a]; nor [Elf are comparable, 
where E is dejined by Z(x) = &)#,a(“)(y) if x = (n, y); otherwise 0. 
Proof. We recursively construct a desired strategy c( such that ~16 F rX and Z$ g cc. 
Let PO, ~1, . . . be an enumeration of unary polynomials. Enumerate all polynomial- 
time oracle Turing machines as Mo,Mi, . . . and assume that the running time of each 
h4i is bounded by pi. Let n-1 = 0. For k>O, take an integer ilk such that nk > 
max{2”k-1, pk(nk)}. We force $(n,x)) = (X,#) for all n,x. 
In the case that k is odd, we define CC(~) as follows. Take MLk12,, and simulate it 
on input (nk,x, y,z) except oracle queries. Suppose Mrk,,, queries u, then it answers Z(U) 
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if u = (i,j) and i < nk; otherwise, it answers (x,0). Let 
u(ni)( (4 Y> 4 1 = 
min{21nk’ - l,M~k,Zj((nkYx:L’,z)) + 1) if l4.v) < r(l4), 
(x, o) 
otherwise. 
Hence, u((nk4, YJ)> # M~,,l((nky~y Y,z)> for SOme (x,Y,z). 
Suppose k is even, and consider Mrk,,, . On input (n&X), simulate MFk,z, except 
oracle queries. Suppose MLak12, q ueries U. If a(u) is already defined, then keep on sim- 
ulating Mrk,,, ; otherwise, let the oracle answer be (0,O). Choose the minimal number 
y’ such that /en(y’) = Ink/, (y’)i < 2 InkI for all i < Ink 1, and any string of the form 
(nk,X, y’,z) is not queried by the above simulation. Such a y’ exists since the number 
of queries by IV~~,~, is bounded by pk(nk). Let 
(x2 min(2’“” - 1y~~k12j((nkTx)) f 1)) if y = y’, 
otherwise. 
Therefore, %((Hk,X)) # Mrkj2~((nk,X)) for some X. 0 
Definition 3.5 (Consequence). A partial function E+ is the consequence of a play E in 
G@) if for all x < 2J’(l’l), X ’ 
E+(x) = 
(a(min{z < 244)+’ I(s(z))0 = x}))r if 32 < 2”(1”1)+1[(e(~))o = x], 
undefined otherwise. 
Write a#,+/? to denote the consequence of a#$. Note that the set {(n,m, w,u,@I 
a#z/?(m) = w} is exponential-time computable. 
For a fixed strategy a, let B = {(n,E)I.z is a total extension of a consequence of a 
standard play in some run of G$), where player I plays by &)}. In general, B is not 
in IIy[a], i.e., polynomially closed of size q [15]. 
Recall that A(“) = {U E wol(n, LX) E A} and A!) = (43 E A%r*d,.I1= Pr2P(I4)1). 
Definition 3.6 (Winning). For a play E, we define that player I wins at a play E (or E 
is a win for player Z) in G(“) if 6 E A$‘) holds for all total 6 > E+. Otherwise, player 
II wins at E (or E is a win for player ZZ) in G(“). 
Definition 3.7 (Winning strategy). Let 9 be a set of unary functions on o. 
(1) A strategy c1 is called F-winning for player Z in G(“) if player I wins at the play 
a#,/?(“) for any strategy /?(“) in G(“) with /3 E 9. Similarly, a strategy /I is F-winning 
for player ZZ in G(“) if player II wins at the play a(“)#,$ for all strategies a@) in G(“) 
with CI E 9. 
(2) A player F-wins a subgame G(“) if he has an 9-winning strategy &) in G(“) 
with u E 9. 
If 9 contains all unary functions on w, then we omit the term “9-“. 
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In the case that p, q, r and s are polynomials, the game GX is called a polynomial 
game. Every polynomial game whose pay-off set is in Q? is simply called a polynomial 
W-game. 
Here we exhibit a simple example of polynomial games. Take the satisfiability prob- 
lem, SAT, and let 
ASAT = {((F), a)(F E SAT, 3kV~. . . ,~k-i E (0, 1) 
[F(xo,...,X&__l)~a(xo...xk-*)= l]}, 
where (F) denotes an integer representation of a formula F. Now consider the game 
G = (ASAT, p,q,r, 1). Suppose F E SAT. In this case, player II has no winning strategy 
because player I wins G(lF)) by playing (yo . . . yk-1, 1 ), at his 0th move, which satisfies 
F(Yo,. . . , yk_I). In the other case that F $E’ SAT, player II always wins. Hence, for 
each formula F, either player I or II has a winning strategy in G(cF)). Moreover, we 
have SAT E P if there is a strategy CI E FP such that, for any formula F, CC((~)) is 
winning for player I whenever F E SAT. 
For any m E o and c1 E Ow, let 
Lx_,(x) = 
4x) ifx < m, 
c((x - 1) otherwise. 
Lemma 3.8. Let m E w, v E X, and FP9 C % with 9 s wo. Suppose A s l,‘o and 
let B = {(n,a_,) E ‘,‘ol(n,a) E A}. For polynomials p, q, r and s, let GA = 
Gx(A,p,q,r,s) and GB = Gx(B,p,q,r,s). 
(1) Player Z has an %-winning strategy in G$“) in which he plays (m, u) for his 
0th move if and only ifplayer ZZ has an %-winning strategy in Gt). 
(2) Player ZZ has an %-winning strategy in G$‘) in which player Z plays (m,v) for 
his 0th move if and only if player Z has an %-winning strategy in Gt’. 
Proof. (1) For i, m E w, define 
i i 
i-, = 
if i < 172, if i < m, 
i-l otherwise; i+l otherwise. 
Let oi and fi be Gy) -strategies in % in which oi and j? query neither the mth position 
nor the 0th move and do not choose a pair of the form (m, v’) at any (k + 1)th move, 
0 dk < 2S(lnl) - 1. We now define a strategy rev$(oi) as follows. At the kth move, 
k BO, rez$(d;) should query all positions and all moves, appearing in his information 
sequence, that tl induces at the (k + 1)th move, and then chooses (i&,a) when x 
chooses (i,a) for his (k + 1)th move. Clearly, re$(ai) E FPS C 9. For a^ and j?, we 
then have (oi#~j!?)_m = re$@)#,fre@!(O;). 
Let u be any strategy in % in G$‘). Next define re$(a) as follows. At the 0th move, 
re$(cl) chooses (m,u). At the (k+l)th move, re$(a) chooses (i+m,a) when c1 chooses 
(&a) at his kth move. Note that re$(a) does not query the mth position. It holds that 
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u#,+p = (ret$?@)#,+ref_f(u))_, f or any G$)-strategies c(, /I. Note that re$(re$(O;)) = a^ 
and re$(re$(oz)) = a. 
Assume that HA is an F-winning strategy for player I in Gy) in which player I 
chooses (m,s) at his 0th move. Without loss of generality, we assume that MA does not 
query what is played either at the 0th move or at the mth position. Let /?B = ?%?$!(‘xA) 
and we shall prove that j?e is a winning strategy for player II in Gt). If we assume 
to the contrary that there exists a strategy y for player I in Gf) such that 6_, E B$‘) 
for some total 6 with a-,,, > y#i/?~, then we have 6_, >(re~(pB)#,+re~(r)>_,, and 
thus 6 @ A$) and 6 > NA#ire$(y), a contradiction. 
Conversely, assume that /?B is a winning strategy for player II in Gt). Define & = 
reuF(pB). It suffices to show that CxA is a winning strategy for player I in Gf). As- 
sume that player II plays y in Gy’ such that y queries neither the 0th move nor 
the mth position and does not choose a pair of the form (m,u’), and 6 @ A$‘) for 
some 6 > EA#,+y. It turns out to be 6_, E B$) and &,,, >(i%A#,+y)_m. We then have 
6_, > ?%+(y)#,+re$(aA) and hence 6_, > re$(y)#,ffiB. This is a contradiction. 
(2) Similar to (1). 0 
We define an extension of a game. For any two quadruple (p, q, r, s) and (p’, q’, r’, s’) 
of unary functions, we say that (p’, q’, r’, s’) extends (p, q, r, s) (or (p’, q’, r’,s’) is an 
extension of (p,q, r,s)) if p’ 5 p, q’ 2 q, r’ k r and s’ ? s. 
Definition 3.9 (Extension). For any two games G = Gx(A, p,q,r,s) and G’ = Gx(A’, 
p’,q’, r’,s’), we say that G’ extends G (or Gf is an extension of G) if A’ = A, and 
(p’, q’, r’, s’) extends (p, q, r, s). In particular, if G’ is a polynomial game, then we say 
that G’ is a polynomial extension of G. 
Lemma 3.10. Let G, = G&A, p, q, r,s) be a polynomial game. Assume that FP” C 
F C Ow, and tl $ A$) implies kc.Bit(q( InI), u(x)) $! A!) for all n E w. Then, for 
each n E w, ifplayer I F-wins Gg) then he also F-wins G$‘) for any extension GL 
of G,. 
Proof. To the desired game, let G = G&A, p,q,r,s), where r and s are arbitrary 
polynomials with s k p. 
Assume that player I F-wins G@), and c1 is a winning strategy for player I in 
G(“). That is, 6 E A!) for any G(“)-strategy /I and for any total 6 > ~#,‘fl. Let G’ = 
G,(A, p’, q’,r’,s’) be an arbitrary extension of G. We define an tx’ as follows. 
4b,Y&g")) if len(y> < r(b), 
a’((4 YJ)) = 
a((x,Preseq(r(jnj), y),Preseq(r(jn/),.F~))) otherwise, 
where 5: = (sit(4(lnl),(z)o>,..., Wt(q(lnl),(z)ren(,~-~)). We have tl’ E FP9 C 9. We 
show that CI’ is a winning strategy for player I. 
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Let /I be a G’(“)-strategy. Note that if b is a G (“)-strategy, then cr’#i/I = a#,‘p holds. 
Hence, we have 6 E A$) for any total 6 2 a’#,‘/?. Otherwise, assume that 6 $! At) for 
some 6 2 CX’#,‘/?. It implies that kBit(q(jnl),6) +Z A!) by our assumption. Now take 
any G(“)-strategy /?’ such that Bit(q( InI), ~‘#,f/I(x)) = a’#T,!Y(x) for all x. This implies 
that Ix.Bit(q( InI ), 6(x)) E A$), a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.11. Let A E Cp, k30, and assume FP9 C % with % C ww. Then, 
there exists a polynomial game G w whose pay-ofs set is A such that, for each 
n E o, if player I %-wins G$” then he also %-wins G$“) for any extension GI, 
of G,. 
Proof. It is easy to see that every set in Cy satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3.10. 
cl 
4. Polynomial determinacy 
We shall cast light on resource-bounded determinacy of the games described in the 
previous section. Our goal is to cultivate a foundation for such a determinacy and show 
the connections to structural properties for intractable classes. 
Definition 4.1 (Determinacy). Let n E o, G = Gx(A, p,q,r,s) be a polynomial game, 
and let % be a set of unary functions on w. 
(1) The nth subgame G(“) IS %-determined (or A is %-determined at n with respect 
to (p,q,r,s)), denoted by if eithe r player I or player II %-wins the 
game G(“). By DetE,,,(A) 
DetEq,r,s(n,A), 
we mean that there are strategies cr,p E % in G such that, 
for any n E o, either c&‘) is an %-winning strategy for player I or so is p@) for player 
11 in G(“), and the game G is said to be %-determined (or A is %-determined with 
respect o ( p, q, r, s)). 
(2) For a class q of sets, we say that V is %-determined with respect o (p, q,r,s), 
denoted by Dets p,q,r,s(Q if all sets in V are %-determined with respect to (p, q, r,s). 
(3) The set A is polynomially %-determined, denoted by PDetY(A), if there is a 
polynomial game G whose pay-off set is A such that any polynomial game extending G 
is %-determined. For a class w of sets, q is polynomially %-determined, PDetS(q), 
if so is any set in V. 
As before, we omit the term “%-” if % = wo. 
Clearly Detz,,,(A) implies Det&,,(n,A) f or all n E o; however, the converse is 
not true in general. 
One of the most interesting open questions is whether or not every polynomial A:$- 
game is polynomially determined. We cannot simply follow the argument used in [6] 
which showed the determinacy of every closed set. 
We first show a negative result about the determinacy of polynomial games. 
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Proposition 4.2. There exists a polynomial game which is not P-determined. 
Proof. Let us enumerate by ~10, ~1,. . . all the FP-strategies. Let p = LLX, and construct 
a polynomial game G = G&A, p, p, p,p). For each n = (i,j, k, I), we define A(“) as 
follows. If c+#n+clk # Ej#zcCl, then take total functions 60,6i such that 60 > Cli#Ttlk and 
61 _> aj#TCc/. We force that 60 # A(“) and 61 E A(“). Otherwise, do nothing. Clearly, 
for each i, j, there exists a pair (k, I) such that Ui#,‘Clk # U~#~CXI. This quadruple 
(i,j, k, I) ensures that neither is cl; a winning strategy for player I nor is Uj for player 
II. Therefore, G is not FP-determined. 0 
The above construction shows that the pay-off set A is exponential-time computable. 
However, the game is determined if its pay-off set is computed by some deterministic 
polynomial-time function-oracle Turing machine whose queries are parallel. 
Theorem 4.3. Every set in parallel-d, Oap is polynomially determined. 
Proof. Assume A C ‘,‘co is in parallel-dFP. By definition we can take a deterministic 
polynomial-time function-oracle Turing machine computing A which makes parallel 
queries, and let p be a polynomial which bounds the running time of the machine. 
Clearly the number of queries is less than the running time. Consider the polynomial 
game G = G&, P, P, P, PI 
Assume that player I does not win G(“), and prove that player II has a winning 
strategy in G(“). Let v = (us, ~1,. . , vm_l), m<p([nj), be the set of all queried strings, 
in an increasing order, by the machine on input n. 
We shall define in G(“) such a strategy /I for player II by induction on the number 
of moves. Let k < 2P(lnl)-’ and assume /?(2i+1) with i < k is already defined. Let 
v’ = (v&v{,..., uk), where 0; = (1, Vi) for i < m and t$,, = (0,2k). Let /?(2k+1) 
be defined as follows. Let $2kf’) query all elements in 0’. By IT:’ we denote the 
set of all G(“)-strategies y such that aCzi+‘) = Y(~‘+‘) for all i < k and Z5’eqfL1 = 
(vb,..., vk) for any M. Formally, put p(2k+1)(((),z)) = v& If len(y) < p(lnl), then 
/Pf’)((y * (u~),z)) = v;.,, for each j < m. Let z = (ao, . . . ,a,,,) be a sequence of 
answers associated with v’ from the oracle. If len(y)ap(Inj), then let fi(2k+‘)((y,z)) 
be the minimal w such that, for any c( PO, if CX#,~(V~) = ai for all i Gm, then there 
exists a y E I’2B such that 6 6 A(pn) for some total 6 > cr#zy, and a#zy(2k + 1) = w. 
We briefly see that such a w exists. Assume otherwise. For any choice of w made 
by player II, there is a winning strategy c(, for player I in the game G’(“), where G’(“) 
is derived from G(“) by constraining that w is played at the (2k + 1)th move, and 
Uw#n/?(ai) = ai holds for all i<m. Define CC’ to behave itself as follows: ~1’ queries all 
strings in u’ and the (2k + I)th move, and if the oracle answer is w, then it plays LX,,,. 
This a’ turns out to be a winning strategy for player I, a contradiction. 0 
Here we give an application of polynomial determinacy. Recall the reduction prop- 
erty. A class %? of sets is said to have the reduction property if for any sets A,B E V, 
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there exist A*, B” E +? such that (A*, B* ) reduces (A, B), i.e., A* CA, B* g B, A* nB* = 
8 and A* UB’ = AUB. For basic results, see [ 161. Under the assumption of determinacy 
of some polynomial games, we show that this property holds for the class co-NEXP. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose Ud, o,p is polynomially FEXP-determined. Then, the reduction 
property holds for co-NEXP. 
Proof. We modify Blackwell’s proof in [2]. Suppose A,B E co-NEXP. There exist a 
polynomial p and sets P, Q E P such that 
A = {n E w(V’yh < 2P(lnl)P(x,n, y[x]p”“l))}, 
B = {n E wlVy% < 2P(lni)Q(x, n, &xlP”“l))}. 
Let C={(n,&)ISx < 2P(lnl)[P(x,n,&[X]P(lnl))I\Vy d x[xny = 8 4 TQ(y,n,&[y]P(I”I))]]}. 
This C is in Udtp since the first existential quantifier can be unique. Considering the 
polynomial game G = G&C, p, p, p, p), we let 
A* = {n E Al player I FEXP-wins G(“)}; 
B* = {n E BI player II FEXP-wins G(“)}. 
Clearly A* CA, B* C B and A* n B* = 0 From PDetFEXP(UdtP) it follows that . 
A* U B* = A U B. Hence (A*, B*) reduces (A,B). It is not difficult to see that 
A*, B’ E co-NEXP since there are strategies ~1, fl in G whose graphs are in EXP such 
that either &) is FEXP-winning for player I or so is j?(“) for player II. 0 
We say that V is strongly determined if either player I wins all subgames G@) or 
player II wins them. Clearly polynomial strong-determinacy implies polynomial deter- 
minacy. 
Theorem 4.5. There is a polynomial game with A:,’ pay-off which is not strongly 
FP-determined. 
Proof. Enumerate FP-strategies as yo, yt , . . . and define A as follows. In the case that n 
is odd, let (n, ~1) E A if there exists an x < 21’1 such that a(x) = y,#,fy(O), where y is 
an arbitrary strategy. Otherwise, take a strategy y such that ~((0, ( ), ( ))) = (i,j) and 
i +! LSeqp. Let (n,u) E A if, for all x < 21nl, 01(x) # y#iy,,(l). Clearly A is computed 
in exponential-time. Cl 
We next consider a variation of polynomial games, called *-games. Given A, the 
game GI;(A, p, q, r,s, t) is played as follows: player I chooses a non-empty sequence 
from X of length at most t( In]), then player II chooses a single member from X, then 
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player I chooses a non-empty sequence from X of length at most t( In/), and so forth. 
Player I wins this game if the consequence of the obtained play belongs to A$‘). 
Instead of Cy-games, it is easily seen that player I Fd;-wins Zy *-games. 
Proposition 4.6. Every Cy *-game is FAg-determined. 
Proof. For any A C I%1 w in Cy, take a polynomial p and a set B E P such that 
(n,a) E A w 3 < 2P(tnl)[Set(x) A (n,x, ~[.x]~(I”I)) E B]. 
At his 0th move, player I chooses pairs (vc, ws), . . . , (v,, wm) such that vi # Uj for all 
distinct i, j<m and (n, (us,. , v,), (~0,. , . , wm) ) E B. This strategy clearly belongs to 
FA;. q 
If [{~[~uc,~,Ic E A(“)}[ ,2 < P(H) for all n E o, then player II wins the game G,*(A, p, 
q,r,s,t). To illustrate this, let C = {sf2Y(I~IJ]t. E A(“)}. Assume that IC(<2J’(l”i) and 
C = {cc,. . . , &k-l } for some k < 2 “(InI). Player II chooses a position ai, 0 Q i < k, 
which has not been chosen before, and plays (Vi, 1 - si(ui)) as his ith move. Then 
player II wins the game. 
If the condition that every player should play pairs of the form (&a) at his ith move 
is required, then we call the associated game a #-game. In these restricted games, a 
non-determined set exists even for AT’. The following proof is due to a referee. 
Theorem 4.7. There exists a polynomial A:’ # -game which is not determined. 
Proof. Let (n,s) be in A exactly when there exist x, y of length n such that either 
(1) &II(i) = 1 for some i < 2” and ~(2’ + 12 + j) = 1 for some j < n, or (2) 
~(2~ +j) = 0 for all j < n, ET(X) = 0, 81(y) = 1, EII(~’ + i) = Purity(Bit(i,x)), and 
~(2~ + n + i) = Purity(Bit(i, y)) for all i < n. Clearly A E A:‘. 
We show that A is not determined. Consider the polynomial game Gt = G,$(A, p, 
p, p, p), where p = lxxx. Now assume that player I wins the n-th subgame G$“). 
There exists an h: of length n for which &i(x) = 0. Take a strategy for player II in 
which 42’ + i) # Parity(Bit(i,x)) for all i < n. Thus player 11 wins. This is a 
contradiction. 
Assume that player II wins this subgame. Let /I be a winning strategy for player II, 
and take a strategy CI for player I that he plays 0 at his first n + 2” moves. Take a 
sufficiently large n. Let K be the set of strings occurring in the information sequences 
at the (2” + i)th move of player II for all i < n and a string z of length n such that 
an(2” + i) # Parity(i,z) for some i < n. Take y not in K satisfying 0s y < 2”. Let 
CI’ be a strategy for player I similar to c1 except that player I plays 1 at the yth move, 
and he plays Parity(Bit(i, y)) at his (2” + n + i)th move for each i < n. Then, player I 
wins. This is a contradiction. 0 
Consider a polynomial version of the axiom of choice. We write PChoice(%?,9) if 
the following condition holds: for any Q E %? and any polynomial p, there exists a 
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function f E F such that if Ely < 2P(lX1)Q(x, y) then Vx[c[f(x) < 2P(lxl)l\Q(x, f(x))]. 
For example, we have PChoice(P, Fdi). If PChoice(P, FP) holds, then all disjoint co-NP 
sets are P-separable [4]. Hence, co-NP has the separation property. 
Theorem 4.8. Zf parallel-d, o,p is polynomially FP#-determined, then PChoice(P, FP) 
holds. 
Proof. For a set Q E P, suppose VxJE3y < 2P(l*l)Q(~, y). Define 
A = {(n,a)]lnl = lc&“)(O)1 A I#)(l)l <p((n() A -Q(a’“‘(O),~r(“)(l))}. 
Clearly A E parallel-d:P. Because of the polynomial FP#-determinacy of A, there 
exists a quadruple (p’,q’, r’,s’) of polynomials such that any polynomial extension 
of GL(A, p’, q’, r’,s’) is FP#-determined. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
(p’, q’, r’, s’) extends (p, p, p, p). Consider any polynomial game G extending Gi(A, p’, 
q’,r’,s’). It is clear that player I is always defeated by player II in G. By the FP#- 
determinacy of G, there exists an FP-winning strategy p for player II. Let feel) 
be the number played by player II according to PC”) after the choice of a(“)(O). Define 
f(x) = &l(x). Clearly f E FP. Then, we have Q(x,f(~)) for all x E o. Hence, 
PChoice(P, FP) holds. 0 
Similar to Lipschitz reducibility (e.g., see [lo]), we introduce a #-game reducibility 
as follows: 
Definition 4.9 (#-game reducibility). For two sets A, B 2 ‘JO and polynomials 
p, q, r and s, let Gi = Gt(A, B, p, q, r,s) be a variation of #-games such that, in each 
subgame G$‘), player I plays a Gi-strategy c( and player II plays a Gt-strategy /I, 
and player II wins if yr E At) w y11 E BF), where y = a#,‘p. Write A <Fq,r,s B 
if, for any n E w, player II FP-wins G #(“)(A, B, p, q, r,s). Set A Gs B if there ex- 
ists a quadruple (p, q, r,s) of polynomials such that A <f,q’3”3s’ B for any quadru- 
ple (p’, q’,r’,s’) of polynomials which extends (p,q, r,s), and let A -9 B if A fy B 
and B 6, A. 
Clearly, A grq,r,S B implies 1 fg p,q3r~s B. Hence, if A < 9 B then 1 G4 3. 
For the sake of convenience, we write A <~q”‘S B if A <Fq’r’S B and Bz$“~~‘~~A, 
and similarly A <9 B if A Gs B and B$A. 
Lemma 4.10. Assume that G#(A, B, p, q, r, s) is FP-determined. 
(1) A <Fq@B or B <;q,‘,SA, 
(2) A <f’q’r,S B implies A <pq3r’s 3 and 1 <Fq’r’s B. 
Proof. (1) Assume that A G,qT’vs B. That is, player II does not win G#(A, B, p, q, r,s). 
Since this game is determined, player I should win. This indicates that player II wins 
G#(B,x, p, q, r, s). Hence, we have B < Fq”” 2. 
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(2) Assume that A <~q~‘,s B, and we first show that A <~q~‘~s 3. Note that 
B&I ’ pOq’r’sA By (1) it immediately follows that A 6 Fq’rssg. We next show that B$‘q,‘,sA 
by a contradiction. Assume that i? <Fq’r’SA. We have 3 <Fq”” B since A <Fq”” B. 
By the above note we have B <,~q’v’s B. Thus, B <FqTr” A since B <$q*r,s A. This 
contradicts our assumption. 
The second claim comes from the first claim and the fact that A <pq,rYS B implies 
1 <~%‘J jj. q 
Proposition 4.11. Assume the polynomial strong-FP#-determinacy of a pair (A,B). 
Either one of the followings holds: 
(1) A z9 B. 
(2) A z9 B. 
(3) A cB B and A c9 ??. 
(4) B c9 A and B -c~ A. 
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